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Abstract

Education involves more than simply passing the final test. Rather, it is the process of educating an entire generation. This research project focused on language learners of English as a Second Language. This action research was conducted in an ESL classroom in H. Frank Carey High School, one of five high schools in the Sewanhaka Central District of Nassau County. The research project explored the question: “Can visual aids improve English language acquisition in reading and writing for a beginner ESL?” The data analyzed were log observation sheets, pull-out focus groups, checklists, and surveys of students. The basic findings were that reading and writing improved when teachers used visual aids, especially when teachers pulled students out of the classroom for individualized instruction. Therefore, the study concluded that the use of visual aids and multimedia can help the students to absorb the content and become interactive in the classroom with no fear of giving wrong answers or, of having trouble being a participant in the class because of shyness.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Problem

In our present day and age, we are encountering a huge amount of widespread technology around us. This technology exists everywhere including banks, courts, schools, and even small stores. We cannot simply abandon such a commodity since it has become an integral part of our lives. Technology also has had a major impact on education. For instance, it can facilitate the learning process and make it more effective. The teachers can help student’s learning by monitoring and evaluating their performance. Arguably, the teacher has the capacity to create an interesting lesson through the computer, and technology is useful for teachers to introduce the lesson and give it an added value with better illustrations.

From my personal experience as a previous ESL student, the visual aids are so important for second language acquisition; they can be a tool to link words and their meanings. I remember when my ESL teacher illustrated the meaning of words such as the words ‘carpenter’ and ‘farmer’ by showing us pictures of them. I have been fortunate in having observation in the ESL class at Barack Obama School for other ESL teacher, and been given the chance to teach a Math lesson to first grade, ESL students. I had implemented in my lesson how visuals could help students’ assimilation by explaining the lesson of “symbols greater than, less than” using a picture of a shark’s open mouth. The results were amazing. The student became more interactive, and the lesson more comprehensible. Thus, I realize that multimedia can immensely help ESL student.

1.2 Framing the Research Question

From my own point of view, multimedia can help students overcome their obstacles they face in learning. It can also motivate their cognitive thinking and improve their communication skills. Consequently, my research question is: How can visual aids improve English language acquisition in reading and writing for beginner ESL high school students?

1.3 Rationale for the Study

There are two reasons that have driven me to research this topic. First, I am deeply saddened by the teaching methods that my country uses in delivering English language lessons at public schools. The schools do not have the appropriate equipment such as posters, bulletin board, class library, smart boards and computers to teach
English. In addition, some teachers do not even attempt to integrate visual aids in their class; they rely on what the textbook provides. Second, it is my passion to learn of possibilities to improve students’ assimilation by integrating multimedia into the ESL classroom. I have chosen to focus on writing and reading skills and whether the teachers obtain an advantage from using this technology. The uses of multimedia and visual aids can have a positive effect on the students’ comprehension of content, helping them to overcome learning difficulties through the use of videos, photos, websites, Smart Boards, and other technologies. Being a former foreign student, I can say that acquiring and mastering reading and writing skills are very important for learners of English as a second language. Multimedia and visual aids help students to greatly improve their skills in mastering a foreign language. Technology has had a major impact on education. Nevertheless, it has some features that can improve the educational process such as:

• *It can facilitate the learning process and make it more effective.
• *The teachers can help student’s learning by monitoring and evaluating their performance.
• *The teacher has the capacity to create an interesting lesson through the computer, and technology is useful for teachers to introduce the lesson and give it better illustrations.

Visual aids and multimedia are usually used as scaffolding for the students with different ways in different level (Van Staden, 2011). In a research study conducted by Henry and Simpson (2001) and focused on the importance of books and discussed the value of pictures for ESL students Picture books in social studies, language arts, reading, art, and math and science can be very useful. Additionally, the role of visual aids and how it is used can be highly engaging in the educational structure to develop English as a second language. The studies showed how visual techniques are integrated into the educational setting for the pre-service and in-service teachers. The value of picture books:

• Value for ESL students: it is great for the ESL and special educational needs (SEN) students because it uses the visual-verbal connection.
• Interactivity: picture books have an advantage over videotapes, a popular visual resource used by classroom teachers, in that they are interactive.
• Brevity: picture books can be read in 15-30 minutes (average), leaving time for discussion, or another lesson activity afterward.(Al Tiyb, 2014; Mohr, 2004)

Many researchers search about how effective visual aids are. In article study conducted by Park (2000), he examines the best learning styles for a sample of Asian students: (visual, auditory, sensory and motor and touch). In addition, it shows the students their strengths and offers ways for them to help themselves. Suggestions include diversification in the teaching methods commensurate with the students’ learning style. In article research study conducted by Ajayi (2008), it examined the ability of the media (video, pictures, cartoon…etc) to clarify the meaning of certain words. Also, the author explores the possibility of the media to improve the students’ conversation, and the participation in the class. In the research study conducted by Cooper (2002), the author examines the relationship between the student and visual source, and highlights the need to focus on the elements that affect its successful implementation. Second, the environment is examined, and how it could influence our interpretation of visual information, symbols, pictorial conventions, and skills in learning.

A research study conducted by van Berkel (2004), the author discusses English language beginners’ level learners and how they lack the necessary prerequisites for a phonological strategy. It is claimed that, in spelling acquisition in English a second language (L2), a visual strategy must play an important role, and the importance of visual aids as strategies to improve the skill of spelling. In their study, Shaw, Baggett, and Salyer (2004) stress that computer technology can be incorporated into the ESL programs to improve students’ motivation. Using visual thinking tools to extend students’ thinking is effective. As an ESL teacher who observed and worked with kids from K-12, just from the perspective of the teacher, that you are a monolingual teacher of students with visual impairments and don’t speak English. What will you teach? How will you teach it? Where will you begin? One instructional approach to facilitate second-language learning for students with visual impairments is total physical response (TPR) (Asher, 1969). In the research study conducted by Conroy (1999), the author applied different ways to use TPR depending on students’ ages, abilities, and language levels and the size of the group. From this research, it was concluded that it is recommended to utilize this method to use with ESL to improve students’ proficiency. In the research article by Cunningham (1991), the possibility of improving students’ education by using slide shows was explored. Also, the author examines whether it will stick in the student’s mind or not. Additionally, in the article by Gorman and Eastman (2010), the authors recommended utilizing classroom activities for actively engaging students in analyzing visual images to improve their reading and
writing skills. Finally, in a research study conducted by Turner and Upshur (1995), the author studied the relationship between communicative effectiveness and grammatical accuracy. The result of implementing this program in a French school and what tools he used to examine it, were the focus of the article. To conclude my literature review, all these and other research pointed to the importance of the use of visual aids and its positive impact on stimulating students and how much it enriches the students’ learning experience. This review also indicated the extent of facilitating the learning process through the use of multimedia and how multimedia improves the students’ concentration and class participation.

1.4 The Settings of the Study

During the Fall semester, in 2013 I conducted my fieldwork in Frank Corey High School in Franklin Squire, Sewanthka Central School District. It is a school of about 1877 students who range from grade 7 to grade 12. There are 180 ESL students, and the average class size is around 27 students. Ethnic differences create a diverse community: The student population is 30% Hispanic, 30% Haitian, 30% Asian, and 10% Miscellaneous. Most of the students do not qualify for free lunch, which means their families have medium or high incomes. In addition, 91% of the students are proficient in English, which is good advantage. The remaining 9% have limited English proficiency. I was placed in an upper-grade ESL classroom to do my observation.

2. Method

For my study, I used two data-collection tools: a time log observation sheet and a survey. I used the observation log (see Figure 1 - Appendix 1) to record students’ attention for ten-minute intervals. I requested the teacher to avoid using any multi-media at the beginning of the first ten minutes of the lesson. Then, the teacher integrated pictures and multi-media to see how much that affected the students. In addition, I used the survey as data collection but the teacher could not let me use her entire class to explore my theory. Instead she allowed me to pull out five students. I split the plan into two periods. I chose the lesson randomly; it was about Halloween. I gave the students the first lesson without using any media. Next, I taught the supplementary lesson with the same topic but with various types of multi-media: pictures, video, and the computer every student completed a survey, reproduced in figure 2 (Appendix 2), in which they indicated how much they enjoyed the lesson and whether the use of visual aids enhanced their understanding of the material. Thus, the future next step, I will focus on the ESL teacher’s using multimedia materials to give instructions and explain the academic knowledge in reading and writing.

3. Results

The time log observation sheet revealed some interesting information about the ways the teachers and students interacted. I observed the teachers while they were using visual aids and how much that affected the instruction. I witnessed that the use of multi-media helped ESL students to speak, read, write, and follow up the teacher’s instruction. From figure 1 (Appendix 1) I found that the students in the first ten minutes were relatively quiet; they just copied what the teacher wrote on the board. As the time passed, however, the students became more interactive every time the teacher integrated visual aids. I found that the more scaffolding you give to the students the more interaction you get. The survey results showed that 90% of the students liked to learn by using visual aids. In addition, the use of visual aids improved their self-confidence, comprehension, and concentration. The results with the pulled out students were amazing: The students showed that they absorbed and participated more in the lesson that I taught with visual aids and technology. As second language learners of English, their sense of confidence about reading appeared to grow remarkably. It’s difficult to generalize these findings to all ESL learners because it was a small group and limited time. Other benefits of using visual aids emerged from the survey given to the students. Using multi-media to illustrate the lesson enabled the students to concentrate better. From Figure 1, I found that the students were more likely to participate when the class used visual aids. There were increased corporation and interaction among students and they were able to follow along step by step with their teacher. For example: I noticed the responses of Student #2 (see Appendix 1) that at the beginning of the class he didn’t feel confident at all. He only copied the notes that the teacher had written on the board because he did not understand what the teacher was taking about. Then, as the time went by, the teacher started using visual aids more and more. The log sheet showed that Student #2 gained self-confidence gradually and became much more interactive, voluntarily speaking and reading as well. He wasn’t lost or ashamed anymore of reading out loud and participating in the classroom discussion. He became much more aware of what he is going to talk about. Arguably, my observation of the teachers and students sparked my own view of the teaching process and how it is very important to attract students’ attention and improve their concentration by scaffolding them using multi-media. The students became more flexible and collaborative. They could write much more thoroughly and
confidently if they had watched background pictures, videos, and other multi-media aids. A delimitation of this action research is that in addition to the lack of multi-media, other variables could prevent students from writing in class even if they have some understanding of the topic. These variables could be the fear of making a mistake or of not following instructions as well as other students.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The data that I collected suggested that using visual aids is very helpful for students. Observations and surveys revealed interesting information about the ways teachers and students interact. By analyzing the observation log sheets and students’ reflections, I discovered that the major barrier to students’ achievement of a higher level of comprehension is the lack of what I like calling “understanding and participation boosters” in the classroom. However, the log sheet showed that students gained self-confidence gradually and became much more interactive, voluntarily speaking and reading as well. They were not lost or ashamed anymore of reading out loud and participating in the classroom discussion. Students became much more aware of what they are going to talk about. In addition, by observing the students I pulled out, I realized how engaging the topic that we studied became once I introduced visual aids, scaffolding, and multimedia into the lesson. I realized that in at the beginning, my students were confused and hesitant, until I started drawing and showing those pictures. At that point, they became active speakers instead of simply passive listeners. Moreover, the exercise papers showed that the students started writing more complete sentences, using grammatically correct structures. This proved that even if the idea was a complicated punctuation rule, with visual aids, my students were able to understand the concept even though it was difficult. I was very happy with the results that I saw during my observations, because they proved that visual aids help more than I had anticipated. From my literature review I expected to see a difference, but I did not expect such a difference. The students’ attitudes were different; instead of being frustrated by not getting the idea and being left out. They were more involved in speaking, reading and writing. The most important teaching recommendation from the action research is that teachers have to convey information in a clear and explicit way. For instance: for the Halloween lesson, most of the students do not celebrate Halloween and they do not know what its meaning and how they celebrate it by showing them pictures or short clip or even movie to build their background. In general, when the students received support with multimedia during the lessons, they participated more in the classroom discussions and met most of the writing and reading criteria. The delimitations of my action research were the short time period I was given to implement the variables and the limited number of students who participated. Additional research should look to add more time to the study to find out how much the visual aids affect the students’ overall performance on a larger scale. Based upon this action research, the inquiry, “Can visual aids improve English language acquisition in reading and writing for a beginner ESL high School student?” was answered in the affirmative. Multimedia and visual aids help beginner ESL middle and high school students in improving English language acquisition in reading and writing very much. As a result of this research, I would strongly recommend the following:

 Teachers should be well trained to use visual aids and the Smart Boards in the classroom to help students to improve their writing skills.
 Opportunities to use books, pictures, and even the web must be provided to the students during the school day for multiple subjects
 Teachers support their students who are interested in researching different topics by utilizing visual aids in a manner that is appropriate for their level of English proficiency.
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Appendix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Student 1</th>
<th>Student 2</th>
<th>Student 3</th>
<th>Student 4</th>
<th>Student 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 min</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 min</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When students get more attention:

- Student 1 on Monday
- Student 2 on Tuesday
- Student 3 on Wednesday
- Student 4 on Thursday
- Student 5 on Friday
Appendix 2

Please fill out the following questionnaire about today's class. The feedback is completely anonymous.

Please choose how much you agree with each statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I enjoyed today's lesson.</td>
<td>4 (Strongly Agree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to use the strategy, used today, again.</td>
<td>3 (Agree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe I have a better understanding of the material, by using this instructional strategy.</td>
<td>2 (Disagree)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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